Glad I Have as Much Choice as I Do
It’s good to have choices.
The continuing COVID-19 overreactions of New Mexico’s politicians mean I’ve spent much
less time and money in New Mexico than I would have normally. Why would I go where
businesses are either closed or operating with restricted capacity when I have other
options? I prefer to go where businesses can decide whether they’ll force customers to
wear a mask, rather than where a one-size-ﬁts-all mandate declares businesses aren’t
allowed to decide for themselves.
Yes, I have to drive a little farther to have similar shopportuities, but in many cases, it’s
worth it.
We are lucky. Most people don’t have such a clear and easy way to express their choice. If
you are trapped in the middle of an oppressive political regime’s wide territory, you don’t
have the option to simply drive one direction instead of the other to express your choice.
Here near the state line, we have this choice, and — thanks to New Mexico politicians — it’s
been good for Texas’ economy.
It’s also good for those who are still afraid of COVID-19 for the same reason: Choice.
If you are still scared of the virus after more than a year of hearing the propaganda
surrounding it, you have the choice to stay on the more cautious side of the line.
On the other hand, and on other issues, Texas is more oppressive than New Mexico.
Marijuana and open carry of ﬁrearms being two examples that spring to mind. Again, you
get to choose where to go depending on which rights matter to you.
If you’re going to allow politicians to run your life, which I don’t recommend doing, this is a
good compromise. Let people choose how much tyranny, in which areas, they are willing to
tolerate.
Of course, your natural human rights don’t change when you cross an arbitrary and mostly
imaginary political line. The only thing that changes is which of your natural human rights
the politicians ruling over each side of the line have decided to violate, and how badly
you’ll be violated.
Liberty — real unobstructed liberty — is never an option as long as politicians have this
power. They don’t like liberty and are scared of it. They know liberty would be the end of
their sweet deal. I can’t understand why anyone cares what politicians think.

I’m glad we have this much choice; I’d prefer more because I’ll never fear your liberty.

